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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
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Note; Attempt four questions in all. Select two questions from 
each part. All questions cany equal marks.
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PART-I 

( WT-I)

1. What is superstructure according to Karl Marx? What are 
the components of superstructure and how they affect the 
base in his theory of society?

Wf lliqf W t? '1315'
W f W TTWf fw ft ft 31TMR 1ft
q'^ifftd lr<ft f ?

2. What is the Marxist theory of Economic Crises in Capitalism?
Discuss in the light of his views on the Labour Theory of 
Value, Capitalist Production and Capitalist Planning.

ft snfftiT w in hi=h4cii<I te w ft?

■qi fftirft ww ft fftftui iftfft^i

3. Discuss Rudolf Hilferding's views on Marxist analysis of 
the transformation of 'liberal capitalism' into monopolistic 
finance capital.

unfftinr fan ftftt ft ‘wr ftftfan’ nffaftn
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4. What is neo-Marxist perspective of economic development? 

Critically examine Immanuel Wallerstein's views of the 

global capitalist economy.

3T1^F» feKT ^41^1 W t?

3f«f5W«Tr 4 ^3 3‘ 4 ^refRf
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PART-II

( STPT-II)

5. What do you mean by Marxist conception of Asiatic Mode 

of Production? How Indian Caste System fits into Marxist 

mode of production?

^qr^q 4t -q^r 4t TncRfen^t sratflw 4 anq 

w wl t? 'rota ^nfcT wiw wH q?q^q 

W<4 4 43 f4z t?

6. What is economic angle of globalisation? Discuss the impact 

of globalization in restructuring Indian economy.
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7. What is the role of the nation-state in globalization? How 

in your view, in the era of globalisation, state’s position as 

a territorial unit has been undermined?

3 4t W t? 3TR4
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8. How political parties determine the economic growth of a 

country? Discuss in the context of political impact on 

economic policy planning in India.
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